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CHAPTER I

THE FOUNTAIN
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Years of question in the wilderness of desire for
God have returned breath to the mare of legacy.  

Promise in Him designs the treaty of parallel
trials of wisdom.  

His heart listens to the justice of entire legions of
kings and their endearment towards order.  

Trust in the beauty of God justifies Him.  

Peace in victory is the power of freedom.  

Justice is the prayer of history.  

Man is the destiny of His vision.

Joy devoted to the spring of question justifies
direction.  

Antiquity measures the promise of His reason.  
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Discretion of power is the form of trust.  

God returns the redeemed to the prayer of His
might.  

He is the God of time.

In the dream of Love, Righteousness is the
dwelling of His majesty.  

His form is the reign of precious desire.  

The ring of sincerity inscribes mercy upon the
face of great promise.  

God delivers the requiem of the glory of passion.

Inside worship of Him keeps the sanctity of faith.

In the virtue of great wonder, the dominion of
His judgment trusts the body of His devotion.
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God is the history of truth.  

His fellowship endows a temple unto the seed of
His knowledge.

Record of Man is the prosperity of his toil.  

Record of Earth is the heart of remembrance.  

Presence of God is the history of the Word.  

Permission in authority is the grain of rule.  

Joy in wisdom is the friend of peace.  

Beauty of knowledge is the power of the light.

Return upon inscription of Glory determines the
value beset upon the form of piety.  

Regain of form of determined trust enters the
most illustrious meadow of undone return.  
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God, in the frame of uninscribed pleasure
measures the power unto the force of insatiated

promise.  

Precious water from the grave of deliberate trust
denies measure upon the inconsequential dream

of inseparable conquest.

The time of the instant of deliberate prayer denies
determined variance in the throes of intermediary

function of deliberate trial.

Power in the limit of uninterpreted absolute of
interval of redemption denies value.

Premonition of Love enters the most high
coordinate of the frame of interpreted mind.

Immaculate return unto the deliberate Love of an
absolute Creation promises the finality of

endeared and remorseless derivative of history.
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Dawn in repair of undone and justified measure
determines not the freedom of an insatiated

remorse.

Conquest in the prayer of a deliberate night upon
the land of treasure and dream denies opportunity

in the regain of immaculate vision.

Languish and deliberate trust enters justice.

Promise in the treaty of denied and unabsolute
history demands recourse in the mind of all but
the premonition of designation of beauty and

time.

Progress in dimension of articulate and
understood threshold of variant display of

veracity denies absolute venture in the display of
uninterpreted remark.
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Immaculate prayer does unto the precious trial of
Man, the deliberate function of reconciliation in

the demand of premonition of vitality.

Languish in integrity does unto the progress of
Man, the precious wisdom of integral and

valuated earnesty in the vestige of articulate and
measured verity.

The Love of the Spirit, the mind in the home of
the most remembrance of Man is the destiny

upon Earth in the remark of absolute Word of the
communion upon Creation.

Limit denoted beyond the prayer of time denies
coordinate return in the Spirit of Man.

Prayer in the Name of immaculate Love promises
the home of the most wise and deliberate vitality.
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Love, in the Spirit of the highest Name, denotes
the progress unto the languish of return of the

justice of the incredible and renowned art upon
the hearth of the tome of the Spirit of Man.

The time in God, the limit denoted beyond the
incredible and uncompromised history of Earth

defines prayer in the languish of an articulate and
perfect Love.

The premonition of the Saint, the decision in
faith unto the trial of history remands the

unremarkable fire upon the Spirit of Earth as the
integrity of the Word of the most promising and

enduring form.

Justice in the time of the tribulation of the Earth
denies the sanctity of the progress upon the

insatiated resolve of enduring Creation.
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The God of Earth, the pleasure in the fire of the
integrity of Man defines the time of the absolute

wisdom bestowed upon the sanctity of the remark
of the history of Gospel.

Love, in the Spirit of the wisdom of the Earth
regains the earnest and the forthright beyond all

trust in the Creation of uninterrupted plight.

God, the Spirit of Creation, defines the treatise in
the progress of determined and fortuitous fire of

salvation.

Precious Love determines not the trial in the
process of ingenious and allocated function of

interval of question.

The fire of redemption insatiates the premonition
of return upon the grandeur denoted upon the

body of Creation.
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Prayer denotes the light in the form and decision
of the absolute history of devotion.

Denotation upon plausibility of return of
immaculate Love enters refrain.

Pleasure in the Right of Man defines stature in
the premonition of absolute treaty.

The Spirit upon the Earth, the immaculate Name
of the dignified and righteous heart of beauty
enters coordinate function of Immortal trust.

The Love upon the world in the Spirit of Jesus
Christ endears unto the Kingdom of His Right the

form of vision and deliberate justice.

The power of Man, in the trial of the destiny
upon his most undetermined magnitude redeems

the pretense of the immaculate nature of a
recourse in the Spirit of Earth.
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Power upon the repentance of dignity in the
Spirit of the world reflects the dissolution of

integrity upon the determined value of insatiated
remorse.

The Creation of God, the power in the destiny of
Man, is the frame of indivisible piety.

Dissolution of wickedness, the plausibility of
return upon the dimension of absolute trust,

enters validity.

Jesus Christ, the threshold of articulate and
immaculate question, justifies the pretense of

indivisible posterity.

Justification of premise, the denotation upon
congruent discretion of articulate and indivisible
measure defines the coordinate validity upon the

Spirit of rectified and immeasurable recourse.
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Pleasure, the dismay upon the reconciled, is the
freedom of posterity upon the face of the
insatiated remark of indivisible return.

Indescribable remark, in the pretense of validity,
defines coordinate freedom upon the redemption
of illustrious and absolute measure of determined

justification.

In the remorse of the threshold upon differential
of trial and pretense, the glory of Man defines the
treaty of unparalleled function of absolute vision.

Indescribable power in the throes of a dignitary
of history remarks upon the Spirit of the Word,
the limit upon the dimension of wisdom in the

piety of indescribable Love.

The congruent vision of determined return
defines the treaty of unparalleled function of

absolute history.
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CHAPTER II

FIRE
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Insurmountable reprieve undone beyond the
measure of denotation of frame denies the
threshold of immaculate pretense of the

discernment in fallible and coordinate absolute of
renown and history.

The communion in absolute question of
sovereign will determines the field of immaculate

heart.

Power upon the face of the Earth denies the
coordinate return of interval of stoic and defined

treatise.

Force in the measure of trial upon the hearth of
dignitary and form enters devotion in the

pretense of immaculate promise.

The journey upon the face of the Righteous
defines remand of insatiated following in

deferred measure upon the history of the Spirit of
knowledge.
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The languish of Spirit, in the trial of Man and
nature enters dissolution of incongruent

presupposition of dimension of inabsolute thesis.

Prerequisite limit of instantaneous requisite
fortitude demands illumination of conglomerate

of absolute trial.

Premonition of time in the dire and sequential
remand of coordinate Right defines measure

upon the determined and distinguished Love of
question.

Remorse in the faith of inabsolute propriety is the
disjunction of return.

The measure of Earth, in the presupposition of
integral remand, denies the coordinate function

of absolute knowledge.
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Perfection, in the might of instantaneous history
of trial defines the power upon the Spirit of the

Word.

Insatiated plight upon the remark of description
of wisdom defers measure in the trial of the

inequity of the sands.

Presupposition of might defines treaty.

The life of determined Right, the magnitude of
nature, defines treasure upon the Spirit of

Heaven.

The life of justice, the measure upon Man,
defines the abstract and undefined reconciliation

with time.

The Word upon the Heavens, enters coordinate
absolute of deference of immaculate definition.
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Power in the dream of interval of magnitude and
redemption enters freedom.

Justification of plausibility of pretense of
measure defers contemplative renown.

Pretense in trial enters dissolution.

Power upon the face of the Heavens defines
coordinate field of instantaneous return.

Justification in plausibility defines contemplative
reason.

The Spirit of Heaven, in the trial of inequity
renowns the plausibility of veracity.

God, in the pleasure of His Right, defines the
moment of congruent pretense.

Jesus Christ, in the magnitude of His Word,
enters refrain.
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Earth, in the equity of reason, enters history.

Pleasure, in the Right of Man, defines the trust of
immaculate Word.

Limit and folly, in the denotation upon plausible
reprieve, defers contemplative injustice.

Power, in the form of Earth, and the treasure of
Heaven, defines Love.

Pretense in absolute history enters remand.

God, in the glory of His time, enters question
upon the justification of immaculate treaty.

Interval of time, in the remand of unremarkable
pretense, deters immaculate folly.

Presupposition of frame, in the trial of the body
of Creation, justifies reason.
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Trial in the Spirit of Earth, enters pretense upon
the refrain of incalculable axis of determined

Right.

Man, in the conquest of His Spirit, defines the
treatise of immaculate Love.

The Spirit of Love, in the conquest of the
Immortal frame, enters Right.

Pretense in the name of immaculate salvation,
defines Heaven.

God, in the time of His treasure, enters the Word
of Man.

Jesus Christ, the Word upon the face of Heaven
and Earth, returns the immaculate Right unto the

destiny of Righteousness and absolute justice.

The Word of Man, in the trial of Earth, defines
Spirit, in the pretense of absolute reason.
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Earth, in the definition of nature, enters history.
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CHAPTER III

THE MOON
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Invariable pretense upon remorse of undignified
plight denies coordinate measure upon stasis of

presupposition of history.

The Universe, in magnitude and measure, enters
absolute field.

The stars upon the designation of the Heavens,
determine coordinate stature upon dissolution of

immaculate postulate.

The return upon interval of intermittent pretense
of congruent recourse enters instantaneous

quotient of derived interval.

The Heavens, in the presupposition of field, enter
remand upon coordinate function of Man's

reason.

The limit, unborn beyond incongruence and
dissolution, denies threshold upon return of
immaculate vestige of intermediary value.
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The vision of Man, endeared upon the frame of
the cosmic history of time, determines the field

upon the stasis of immaculate supposition.

Prerequisite function of form and interval, denies
the congruence of interval of Universal measure.

Determined magnitude of field, denies the
threshold upon the invariable field of

instantaneous congruence.

The limit upon the stature of the history of Earth,
denies the coordinate field upon the

instantaneous measure of coordinate limit.

Presupposition of field, in the remark upon the
dissolution of function of return, determines not,
the threshold upon the field of interval and mass.

Determinant function of threshold of incongruent
limit, enters function upon intermittent value of

interposed remand of instantaneous measure.
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Prerequisite function of vital justification of
measure denies coordinate field upon interval of

stasis and measure.

The limit unjuxtaposed beyond Man, in the plight
of undiscerned pretense of value and history,

defines treatise in the conglomerate of function
and mind.

Progress, in the remand of unjustified recourse of
intermittent discernment and variable question,

enters intermediary function of Man's determined
threshold of requisite justification of plausible

measure.

Pretense, in the Spirit of definition of pleasure
and remand, defines coordinate refrain.

Determinant field upon variance of interposed
value, enters remorse, in the calibrated and

unjustified measure of invariable premise of
insatiated folly.
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Man, in the destiny of his vision, enters renown
in the progress and satiated function of

remarkable trial of indetermined justification of
pretense of value.

Premonition in dismay, and the return upon
incongruent variant languish, determines not, the

value beset upon the function of intermediary
field of instantaneous treatise.

The value upon the remand of remarkable
pleasure, in the dignity of return of prosperity
and vision, denies not, the threshold upon the

variance of remarkable history.

The value upon the dissolution of premonition of
variance of integral vestige of preliminary

withstanding of Man's dissolution of interval of
pretense enters variable function of coordinate

premise.
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The light in recourse of Earth's immaculate Right
enters variable function of Universal resolve.

Function of derivative of postulate of time
defines incongruence upon the State of Man's

incredible trial.

Incongruence of field upon intermittent variable
function of justification of plausible variable

denotation of function of time, defines measure.

Process and return of instantaneous congruence
of Universe and Right of Man defines treatise in

the premise of interval of coordinate body of
time.

Coordinate refrain upon interval of Man's destiny
upon the vision of his remark, denies the dire and

most illustrious redemption of his most
coordinate function of solitary history.
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Premise in coordinate function of Universe and
time defines measure upon the Right of Man.

Threshold in variant field of interval of
coordinate frame of Earth and time deters variant
dissolution of instantaneous quotient of axis of

postulate of requisite measure.

Premise in coordinate stature of Universe and
Man defines treatise in the power of the Right

upon the destiny of Earth's form and value.

Limit, unjuxtaposed beyond the value of Man
and time enters variant pretense integer in the
remand of dissolution of function of measure.

The limit of time, in the stature of function of
State, denies the coordinate field upon

instantaneous quotient of static juncture upon
indivisible value and Right.
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The State, in the value upon the premise of Man,
defines the treatise of immaculate and dignified

magnitude and Right.

Pretense in justice, upon the plausibility of
renown and dignified function of Man, enters the

value of justification of Law.

Law, in the determined variant function of State,
enters Man's promise unto the Earth of his most

remarkable plea.

Justice, in the plausibility of remand, enters
function of body of State.

Pleasure, in the dignitary of Man's vital heart and
courage defines the treasure upon the face of the

Spirit of time.

The treasure upon the body of time, in the
Universal and coordinate function of the body of

Earth enters Man's justice.
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Pretense in preliminary and unjustified remark
upon the Earth defines immaculate function of

State and Law.

Man, in his dignified and unremarkable function
of plight, defines measure upon the function of
the coordinate statute of derivative of name and

history.

The function of history, in the remand upon the
justice of the Earth, enters variable prerequisite

form and statute.

Discretion and field upon variant dissolution of
return upon invariable Universal justification of
value, enters prerequisite pretense upon the limit

of justified measure.

History, in the value beset upon the face of the
Heavens defines treasure in the magnitude of

time.
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The Word of time, enters prerequisite function of
value.

Determined variance in Universal measure
defines congruence upon the dismay of

incongruent body of justice.

Pleasure, in the remark upon the plausibility of
interval of coordinate function of time, defines

measure.

Coordinate field upon Universe and Man defines
treatise of recourse in the variable dissolution of

function of absolute question.

Time, in the function of Man, defines the treasure
upon the variant field of Universal premise of

distinguished and immaculate name.

The function of State, in the remand of
justification of history, defines the treatise of

Law.
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The limit, upon the value of the process of
justice, in the trial of the sanctity of nature, enters

the function of immaculate Love.

Premonition of value, in the remark upon the
dimension of statute and Law, defines the

congruence of State and Man.

Pretense in preliminary function of value, enters
remark upon the plausibility of return of integral

justification of Man.

The trial in function of State, defines measure in
the discernment of value beset upon Right of

nature.

Progress, in the name of immaculate and
illustrious victory, defines the treasure upon the

body of Earth.

Man, in his determined conquest of nature enters
remand upon the justification of the State.
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Premise in inquisition and remand upon conquest
of immaculate stature of history defines the

treatise upon the State.

Nature, in the value upon the treatise of Universe
and Man, enters the State.

Process and inquisition upon the remand of Man,
defines recourse in the validity of justice.

Magnitude and vitality in the body of State
defines premise in the history of Man.

Nature, upon the face of the Universe, enters
time.

Progress, in the satiated and remarkable pleasure
of Man, defines his trust upon the face of the

Earth.

Treasure upon the waters of Man's vital measure
of nature defines history.
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Love, in the premise of inquisition and reason,
demands sanctity.

The treasure in the justification of nature, in the
progress of sanctity and reason, defines the time

of justice.

Treatise in the progress of the State, in the
remand of unremarkable vestige of injustice,

defines magnitude in the trial of Man.

Progress and prosperity, in the light of
immaculate Love, enters Right.

The Right of Man, in the immaculate nature of
his destiny, defines the State and the function of

equity.

Process and immaculate trial of justice, defines
the treatise upon the value of nature.
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Man, in the redemption of his time, enters
history.

The body of Earth, in the time of nature's history,
defines Man.
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CHAPTER IV

CONQUEST
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Destiny upon remand of insurrection of absolute
justice enters power.

Premise upon inconsequential recourse of
determined measure of history defines sanctity of

wisdom.

Power in the throes of a guidance of Man in the
regard of exact and dignified form defines

treatise.

Inexact postulate upon remand of consequential
and returned measure of Earth enters time of

absolute function.

Premonition upon State and Law defines Man's
measure of victory.

Postulate upon regard of Spirit of vision defines
consequence.
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Progress in the Right of Man's determined justice
defines Earth's fragrance of exact Right.

Presupposition of field in regard upon the
frequency of time's variant dissolution of renown
in the plausibility of insurrection enters history.

Record of Earth in the trial of Man's determined
conquest defines entrance upon the statute of

Law.

Heaven, in the fire of God's process of
determined Love defines consequence.

Jesus Christ, in the pleasure of Heaven's Spirit,
enters reconciliation with the Spirit of Man.

Earth, in the trial of Man's destiny enters validity.

Premonition of determined folly in the quake of
Earth's trial defines Man's toil of definition of

sanctity of record.
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Progress in the fire of Earth's possible recourse of
sanctity of State defines the measure upon Man's

vision of entrance upon the Spirit of peace.

Definition of pretense in the remand of
unremarkable toil of suffering defines Man's

sanctity of power.

Recourse in the trial of Man's postulate of a
remarkable Earth enters history.

History, juxtaposed upon the threshold of field of
Universe enters time.

Power, upon the throne of God is the highest of
the Heavenly art of Man's most dignified record.

Postulate in the remand of State defines
congruence upon the dismay of inexact

presupposed measure of folly.
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Sacred form of Man in the trial of destiny defines
his favor upon the Spirit of Heaven.

Indivisible measure of Earth's sanctity enters
Man's destiny.

Postulate upon remand of Earth's sanctity of time
enters Universe and Law.

Presupposition of field of Universe and Man
defines treatise of congruence of wisdom and

dignity.

Man, in the toil of Christ's history enters validity
upon the recourse of the power of God.

Destiny, in the frame of the world's vision of Law
and State defines Man's treasure of sanctity in the

throes of his most passionate deliverance from
evil. 
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Law, upon the threshold of Man and time enters
history.

Power, in the frame of the Earth and its Law
defines treatise upon Man's vision of conquest.
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CHAPTER V

MAN
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Time, in the dignity of return of record of nature
defines congruence upon the mantle of Universe

and form.

Nature, in the trial of time enters recourse upon
the validity of chaos.

Power, in the fire of time's return of verity of
denotation and consequence defines measure.

Prerequisite form of entrance upon the validity of
frame of Universe and nature defines

consequence.

Presupposition upon determined variance of
recourse of determined history defines measure

upon consequence of verity of Universe and time.

Dimension of variance and field enters allocation
of designation upon interval of postulate and

measure.
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Universe, in the measure of stasis and
congruence of field defines intermediary value.

Presupposed variant limit upon consequence of
intermittent dislocation of function of return

defines congruent value.

Postulate upon return of interval of continuous
recourse of instantaneous quotient of determined

limit enters static variance upon presupposed
determinant of interval.

Recourse upon variance of indivisible measure
defines threshold upon integer of value.

Postulate upon invariable congruence of
determined measure defines time.

Verity upon recourse of remand of postulate of
variant field defines return.
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Inexact measure upon designation of coordinate
function of threshold of dimension defines

congruence.

Presupposition of integral return of static variant
function of interval of determined value enters

force.

Measure, unjuxtaposed beyond value of
intermittent stasis of congruent field enters limit.

Postulate upon remand of value and time defines
measure.

Postulate upon return of static variance enters
variable.

Instantaneous value upon determined postulate of
intermediary function of return enters recourse.

Postulate upon remand of determined integer
designates measure.
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Presupposition of field upon return of static
variance of integral force enters validity.

Postulate defined upon return of invariable
congruence of designated function of interval of

value defines threshold.

Limit, upon the value of interval of function of
time defines intermediary field.

Interval, upon coordinate of function and time
enters force.

Presupposition of field and time denies
coordinate refrain of incongruent measure.

Limit upon the juxtaposition of field and value
defines congruence of static interval.

Postulate upon measure of deference of interval
and time defines form.
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Function upon repose of form and interval of
static axis of intermediary value defers

congruence.

Postulate upon return of incongruent function of
dissolution of field and congruence of measure

enters integer.

Postulate deferred upon return of variable and
function of dimension of one defines return.

Axis upon differential of variant function of limit
and deference of congruent measure enters

variable function of instantaneous frequency.

Postulate upon determined variable force defines
integer.

Inexact postulate upon return of interval of
variable function of time enters derivative.
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Presupposition of field upon return of invariable
function of measure enters postulate.

Integer upon variable function of measure defines
time.

Instantaneous limit upon return of exact function
of variable return defines stasis.

Postulate upon return of static measure enters
variable function of determined force.

Presupposition of field enters coordinate limit.

Postulate deferred upon return of static variable
limit enters coordinate.

Presupposition upon variable function of time
defines value.

Deference upon coordinate field enters absolute.
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Field unjuxtaposed upon return of variant limit
enters coordinate.

Presupposition of value deferred beyond measure
of static function of derivative of value defines

congruence.

Postulate defined upon return of invariable
function of time enters determinant.

Function of stasis of integral absolute defines
measure.

Postulate upon variance of integral field enters
interposition.

Deference upon return of static limit defines
congruent field.

Postulate upon return of invariable congruence
determines value.
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Supposition upon return of inexact function of
variance defers measure.

Postulate upon stasis of congruent form defines
value.

Variable function of interval of function of return
defines incongruence.

Postulate upon variable limit enters stasis.

Prerequisite function of form enters time.

Prerequisite function upon determined variable
limit enters coordinate force.

Prerequisite limit upon juxtaposition of field and
axis enters prerequisite integer.

Prerequisite dimension upon invariable
congruence of determined value defines

intermediary constant.
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Postulate upon return of congruent axis of field
defines immeasure.

Postulate upon variant integer of constant field
denies coordinate interval.

Presupposition upon variable force defines limit.

Sequential limit juxtaposed upon integer defines
function.

Postulate derived upon inexact form enters
coordinate return.

Postulate deferred upon instantaneous measure
enters coordinate function of absolute.

Presupposition of return enters coordinate.

Coordinate value defines measure.
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Postulate upon variance upon integral field
defines static measure.

Interval upon prerequisite variable limit enters
coordinate interposition of field.

Postulate upon interval of return of instantaneous
measure derives congruence.

Prerequisite variance upon integral function of
time enters coordinate return.

Postulate upon variable limit enters integer.

Limit upon variable force defines postulate.

Integer defines absolute.

Return upon static variable function of time
enters coordinate.
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Prerequisite limit upon disjunction of field enters
variable.

Postulate upon return of static measure defines
function.

Differential of stasis and measure enters time.

Threshold upon variant limit enters coordinate
definition of measure.

Prerequisite variable threshold upon invariable
stasis of field defines one.

Postulate upon variable incongruence of
determined axis defines invariable stasis.

Postulate upon return of incongruent limit enters
function of interposed measure.

Limit upon deference of interposed variable
threshold enters coordinate measure.
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Interposition of value enters coordinate.

Postulate upon return of interposed measure
enters limit.

Presupposition of return of congruent interval
defines interposition.

Limit upon axis of determined variable function
of absolute defines interval.

Postulate upon variable force defines return.

Axis upon deference of interposed measure
enters coordinate function of time.

Time, designated upon the return of interval of
field enters coordinate.

Force, designated upon the variance of time,
defines measure.
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Measure, designated upon the variable function
of return defines time.

Presupposition upon variable limit enters force.

Postulate upon deference of function of
determined value enters limit.

Axis upon interval of static measure enters
variable.

Measure, designated upon return of interposed
variable limit defines coordinate.

Force, designated upon return of interval of
measure enters variance.

Variable function of limit defines measure.

Postulate upon return of intermediary value
defines congruence.
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Axis upon deference of interposed variable
measure enters limit.

Limit, designated upon return of intermediary
value defines integer.

Force, determined upon value of absolute field
defines constant.

Inexact measure defines variant dimension.

Postulate upon return of inexact function of
variable limit enters congruence.

Limit, unjuxtaposed upon return of variable force
defines coordinate.

Postulate upon variant limit enters variable.

Presupposition upon return of interval of field
defines measure.
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Coordinate, designated upon return of function of
limit enters stasis.

Time, upon the limit of coordinate force enters
integer.

Integer, derived upon return of force defines
measure.

Measure, determined upon variable function of
time defines force.

Force, determined upon return of invariable field
enters time.

Time, determined upon return of interval of
measure enters coordinate function of

instantaneous field.

Interposed variable threshold of dimension enters
coordinate.
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Function of time, determined upon return of
static variant limit enters interposition.

Postulate defined upon instantaneous measure
enters variable.

Postulate defined upon measure of static function
of variable congruence defines immeasure.

Limit, unjuxtaposed beyond variance of time
enters force.

Force, designated upon variable limit enters
coordinate.

Coordinate function of limit enters return.

Variable function of determinant defines
measure.

Variable field upon dimension enters return.
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Postulate upon return of static measure enters
limit.

Limit, designated upon variable force defines
congruence.

Integer, designated upon return of coordinate
function of time defines measure.

Measure, designated upon function of time enters
force.

Force, determined upon variant limit enters
coordinate.

Coordinate, unjuxtaposed upon return of interval
of field enters variable.

Function of variance of determined value defines
congruence.
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Postulate upon return of instantaneous measure
defines threshold.

Function defines instantaneous measure.

Postulate upon variance defines interval.

Presupposition of field enters variant absolute.

Limit, defined upon variable function of time
defines integer.

Integer, upon variant definition of field enters
coordinate.

Measure, upon variable function of time enters
function.

Time, upon variant definition of force defines
integral value.
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Value, upon the definition of field enters
coordinate.

Interposition of measure defines postulate.

Function of value upon return of instantaneous
variable limit enters return.

Derivative of field enters coordinate.

Function upon variant limit enters interposition.

Value, upon deference of function of limit enters
stasis.

Presupposition of determined force defines
congruence.

Field, upon determined variable limit enters
threshold.

Function of variable enters coordinate.
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Postulate upon return of coordinate force defines
time.

Time, unjuxtaposed upon return of incongruent
field enters limit.

Presupposition upon return of interval of measure
defines coordinate.

Measure, upon return of interposed variable
function of force enters function.

Threshold, upon return of coordinate function of
limit, enters postulate.

Variable limit, unjuxtaposed upon return of static
function of measure defines congruence.

Congruence, determined upon variable force
defines measure.

Threshold upon variable limit enters coordinate.
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Measure, defined upon variable function of time
defines form.

Form, upon the return of instantaneous measure
of force enters one.

One, upon the return of static variance enters
derivative.

Derivative, upon the variance of interposition of
value defines time.

Presupposition of variable limit enters coordinate
force.

Force, upon the determined measure of static
field denies threshold.

Interposition of function of limit enters
coordinate.
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Form, upon return of static variable dimension
defines postulate.

Postulate, upon derivative of function of limit
enters coordinate.

Presupposition of field upon interval of
congruent threshold defines time.

Time, upon the interval of static measure defines
postulate.

Immeasure, upon the derivative of congruent
force enters constant.

Postulate, defined upon measure enters variable.

Limit, unjuxtaposed beyond postulate defines
form.

Form, upon return of instantaneous function of
time defines force.
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Force, upon the limit of interval defines measure.

Interval, derived upon congruent function of time
enters requisite field.

Field, derived upon constant enters stasis.

Stasis, derived upon interval enters coordinate.

Coordinate, derived upon instantaneous measure
enters time.

Time, derived upon instantaneous quotient of
return defines measure.

Postulate, derived upon congruent field defines
Universe.

Universe, upon the return of interval of field
enters variable.

Variable, upon function of time defines measure.
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Measure, upon derivative of stasis enters
coordinate.

Coordinate, upon derivative of time enters form.

Form, upon determined variance enters variable.

Variable, defined upon interposition of measure
enters Universe.

Universe, derived upon postulate of intermediary
value defines one.

One, upon the axis of interposition of value
enters constant.

Constant, defined upon return of static measure
enters congruence.

Congruence, interposed upon return of variable
function of time enters limit.
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Limit, juxtaposed beyond function of force
defines measure.

Measure, juxtaposed beyond variable function of
postulate enters force.

Force, juxtaposed beyond function of time
defines integer.

Integer, juxtaposed beyond return of static
variance defines incongruence.

Incongruence, derived upon postulate defines
time.

Time, derived upon return of function of value
enters coordinate.

Coordinate, defined upon value enters time.

Time, juxtaposed beyond measure enters force.
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Force, determined upon variant limit defines
return.

Return, derived upon measure enters limit.

Limit, juxtaposed beyond variant requisite field
enters value.

Value, derived upon integer defines measure.

Measure, derived upon Universe enters one.

One, derived upon value enters form.

Form, derived upon measure, enters value.

Value, derived upon integer defines one.

One, derived upon instantaneous function of
time, defines Man.
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CHAPTER VI

SPIRIT
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Trial upon exact Right of nature enters coordinate
premise upon stature of Man.

Premonition of determined history enters
question.

Interposition of function of record defines
integral verity.

Presupposition of designated function of time
defines incongruent dissolution of instantaneous

pretense.

Earth, in the record of time defines coordinate
frame of interval upon threshold of magnitude.

Postulate in derivative of measure upon
coordinate premise upon determinant of record
defines interval upon determinant of analogous

trial.
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Remand upon the remark of insatiated
presupposition of return of verity defines

recourse.

Analogous threshold upon interval of stature of
Earth defines treatise.

Premonition upon determined value upon
function of record defines remarkable deference

upon determinant of injustice.

Postulate upon remand of interval of function of
record defines determined variance upon

deliverance of toil.

Remand upon presupposition of determined
magnitude of nature enters variant trial.

Earth, in the time of Man's vestige of return upon
the State of immaculate verity defines history.
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Determined magnitude upon the stature of Earth
enters remark upon the dissolution of

unremarkable premise.

Nature, in the throes of Man's determined
function of record defines coordinate body of

State.

State, upon the throes of immaculate nature
enters Man's record.

Progress, in the time of Earth's destiny defines
record.

Man, in the determined plight of his suffering,
enters value upon the time of Earth.

Record of State, in the progress of immaculate
stature defines history.

The nature of Earth, in the throes of immaculate
destiny, enters the value upon Man.
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The nature of Man, in the fire of his most
endeared Kingdom, defines treatise in the

pleasure of time's record.

Pleasure, in the time of Man's Kingdom, enters
forthright and determined value.

Earth, in the name of Man's toil, defines promise.

Treasure, in the folly of Man's despair, enters
recourse in the validity of nature's value.

The nature of Earth, in the progress of invariable
dimension of trust, defines treatise upon the

Word of Man.

Process, in the throes of Earth's trial, enters
dissolution of integral injustice.

Premonition of value upon the dissolution of
premise of artifact of despair, defines intermittent

coordinate of languish upon Man's time.
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Earth, in the remorse of Man's toil enters function
of veracity.

Pretense in the mind of Man's vision defines
artifact of justice.

Promise, in the name of Earth's value defines
premise in the posterity of Man's time.

Value, upon the return of Man's toil enters Earth's
record.

Earth, in the name of Man, defines history.

Postulate in the derivative of measure of time,
enters Man's toil.

Man, in his name upon the face of the Earth,
enters value.

Promise, in the dismay upon Earth's value, enters
Man's determined magnitude.
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Promise, in the value of Man's record, enters
time.

Premise in the regain of measure of Man's might,
defines State.

State, upon the value of Earth, enters Man's
wisdom.

Wisdom, in the name of Man's value, enters time.

Time, in the name of Man, defines history.

Promise, in the prosperity of Man, enters the
name of history.

History, in the time of man, enters record.

Record, upon the value of time, defines Earth's
measure.
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Measure, upon the value of Earth, defines Man's
record.

Record of Man, upon the prosperity of his time,
enters Earth.

Earth, in the time of history, defines Man.

Man, in the name of his value, enters Spirit.
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CHAPTER VII

SPHERE
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In the deliberate trial upon the pretense of variant
resolve, the trust upon the body of name, denies

variant postulate in deliberate plight.

Justice, in the plausibility of return of designated
victory, defines congruence in deposition of

stature of State.

Incongruent field upon variable enterprise of
determined folly enters history.

Presupposition upon refrain of interval of
coordinate plausibility enters recourse.

Spirit, upon the Earth, and the name of Man,
defines treatise.

History, in the throes of dignitary and measure
defines contemplative renown.
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Presupposition upon frame of valid reverence
upon the name of Heaven, defines coordinate

function of deliberate Love.

Heavenly return, in the State of Man, defines
knowledge.

Denial, in the progress of sanctity upon the Love
of Earth, enters pretense.

Process in deliberate frame of Law and State
defines inordinate function of deliberate piety.

Premise in the coordinate limit of designated
return enters premonition upon field of Heaven

and Earth.

God, in the justice of Man, and the trials of Earth
and the State, defines coordinate body of

Righteousness.
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Limit, upon the designation of function of Law,
deters measure upon deference of invalid variant

plausibility.

Jesus Christ, in the light of Spirit, defines
question.

Spirit upon the face of Earth, in the name of Man,
enters variant plausibility upon recourse of

stature.

Designation of field upon reverence of Earth
defines treatise.

Pleasure, in the variable coordinate upon value of
Man enters Spirit.

Premonition of folly, in the deliberate conquest of
Spirit defines Man.

God, upon the face of the Heavens, determines
history.
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Pleasure, in the right of Man, upon the value of
the Law, enters body of State.

Coordinate value upon repose of variant
congruence of designated presupposition of

Right, enters coordinate determined endearment.

Right of Earth, in the value of Man, upon the
Spirit of God's promise of sanctity of Love,

enters victory.

Presupposition upon return of premonition of
value upon the face of Earth, enters name upon

the value of Heaven.

Power, in the trial of Man, defines Love.

Process, in the trial upon history defines inequity.

Premonition upon field of dissemination of
coordinate plausibility of record denies
coordinate limit upon variable question.
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Jesus Christ, in the Love upon the name of Man,
defines destiny.

Premonition of value upon the remand of
indivisible function of State, defines trust.

God, upon the Heavens, denotes valor.
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CHAPTER VIII

ABSOLUTE ZERO
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Deposed integration of sacred and intimate
proposition unto determined integral prayer of

absolute faith enters promise.

Designated premise upon return of integral
remorse unto the premonition of valor unto the
dignity of the Earth renowns as perfect trust.

God, unto the dignity of His Kingdom, defines
the prayer upon the face of Man's victory.

The light upon the Earth, the sacred renown of
intimate following defines value upon the

languished and reconciled prosperity of astute
propriety.

Axis upon determined value of intimate resolve,
defines integration of direct and absolute vision

of Love.
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The trial upon Earth, in the sanctity of intimate
wonder of God's passion, is the artistry upon the

sacred tome of Man's heart.

Value deposed upon integration upon
dissemination of plausible renown in the sanctity
of State enters reprise upon the languished and

discerning premonition of balance.

Determined justice, upon the Name of the Lord,
defines the salvation upon the face of Christ.

Premonition of Heaven, in the trial of sin, defines
coordinate premonition upon the distinguished

and undiscerning allegory of Man's destiny.

Jesus Christ, upon the throne of Heaven, loves
the ministry of His devotion.

The Saint, in the progress of dismissal of valor,
enters the propriety of distinguished and exact

determinant of Man's time.
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Heaven, in the time of a sanctified and perfect
realm of Spirit, defines treasure in the perfect

resolve of Man's plight.

Man, upon the day of his destiny, enters renown,
at the sanctity of a perfect and exalted Christ.

The throne of Christ, in the name of God, defines
Heaven.

Earth, upon the resolve of Man's plight, defines
the trust upon the Spirit of time and a designated
and presupposed Universal measure of exact and

perfect nature.

Man, upon the time of his allegory of reason,
defines the pleasure upon the heart of nature.

Reason, in the frame of distinguished Love of a
Universal Right of Man, defines promise.
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Treasure in Heaven, the Love upon the remorse
of God's reign, redeems the pretense upon the

frame of Man's dignity.

Allegory upon return of Man's capacity towards
victory, defines the conquest upon the Spirit of

Earth.

Conquest, in the Spirit of Man, defines the treaty
upon the resolve of nature's validity.

Nature, upon the perfect requiem of Man's
insatiated pleasure upon the heart of the Earth,
enters resolve in the stature of resounding and

liberating fire of Righteousness.

The Righteousness of Spirit, in the name upon
Man, in the trial of Earth, enters God's perfect

reverence.
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Jesus Christ, in the Love of Man, is the promise
unto the Earth as the return upon history of exact

and devoted ministry.

The Love of Man, in the destiny of Earth, enters
God's requiem.
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CHAPTER IX

ARTIFACT
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Love, upon the insatiated form of determined
promise enters destiny.

God, upon the promise of His day of redemption,
defines Right of insurmountable conquest of

Spirit.

Jesus Christ, in the Holiness of His reign, enters
passion in the Spirit of rule.

Passion, upon the name of Heaven, defines might
in the Creation of perfect Love.

Heaven, in the time of God's history, defines
magnitude in the trial of Man's seed of insatiated

devotion.

The Church, in the time of Christ's victory, is the
Right of history.
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Promise, upon the Gospel of Christ's artifact of
salvation, is the tome upon the power of God's

wisdom.

Victory, in the promise of salvation, is the vision
upon the Spirit of Heaven as the dove of

incredible glory.

The Spirit of Love, in the promise of sanctity
upon the throne of Heaven's direction of

prosperity and reason, exalts the highest dignity
of Man's justice.

The Love of Christ, in the premise of dignified
and impassioned trust of Righteousness is the

history of the Church.

Passion, in the light of God's sacred and devoted
glory of Man, defines the fire in the heart of

promise.
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Love, in the tome upon the heart of Man's
devotion unto God, defines Spirit in the treatise

of history and victory.

Jesus Christ, in the passion of His temple unto
the highest of the insatiated valor of justice,
exalts the Spirit of Love as the precious and

remarkable treasure of Heaven.

The temple of renown and dignity, in the fire of a
Gospel of peace, defines the Word upon the

freedom of Earth's destiny.
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CHAPTER X

BEAST
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The splendor upon Right, the dignity unto Man,
in the promise of his devotion unto reason and

peace enters the Spirit of history.

The promise unto Man, in the devotion of
Heaven's light, defines treatise unto the

prosperity of Earth's renown.

The deliverance unto fate, of the lasting and
beloved promise of Christ, in the belonging of

victory and the Spirit of Earth, is the
distinguished and remarkable Love unto the heart

of God's fire of history.

Jesus Christ, in the vital recourse of Spirit, in the
name of Holiness, enters remark upon the tome

of Earth's age.

Man, upon the sanctity of God's Right of history,
defines the treatise upon the Earth of reason and

renown.
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Folly, in the remark upon the insatiated following
of remorse and defamed integrity of Man, defines

trial in the hour of Earth's directive of vitality.

The propriety upon the name of Man, in the
honor of his devotion unto the Love of

Righteousness, defines the treasure in the night of
an absolute and devoted promise of victory.

Pleasure, in the remark upon God's history, enters
Man.

Jesus Christ, in the measure of His great work
upon the face of Earth, devotes treatise unto the

name of Man.

In the Spirit of devotion, upon the sands of the
hour of promise, Christ, beckons unto the

fellowship of Love, the Spirit of earnesty and
courage, in the Righteousness of His immaculate

vision of trust.
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In the hour of darkness, upon the languished and
immaculate land of Man's nature, the devotion

unto God is precious and beloved.

God, in His Spirit, justifies faith.

The land of remark, upon the plausible frame of
Earth's dignity, defines the treaty of absolute

Love.

God, in His faith, perfects vision of sanctity.

Jesus Christ, upon the tome of His Spirit, defines
courage upon the might of Earth's vital heart.

The name of evil, in the prolonged and
despairing history of Earth, defines defamation

and scourge upon the name of Man.

Satan, the spirit of evil, in the trial upon Man, of
Earth's dignity and power, reflects absolute

treason as the history of Man's injustice.
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The evil one, in his remark upon the Spirit of
Man, defines falsehood in the verity of nature's

Right.

Lucifer, the name of hell, defines inequity of
conquest upon the name of the Spirit of Man.

God, in the splendor of His Right and magnitude,
defines beauty in the sanctity of the remark upon

His Word.

The name of Man, in the Creation of Heaven's
Love, enters justice.

Man, in the Spirit of nature's destiny, defines
posterity.

Love, upon the face of the Spirit of Man, defines
victory.

Destiny, in the time of Earth's history defines the
Love upon the tome of Man's age.
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God, in the Spirit of Heaven, is the promise unto
Man of the victory of Christ.
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CHAPTER XI

OCEANIC
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Order upon the threshold of vehement and
disparaged fire of absolute treatise of articulate
wonder and adamant pleasure in endearment of

Spirit is the lament upon the people of a precious
and absolute Love in desire.

Pleasure, upon the helm of Man, in the regard of
directive of animate resolve and hope, enters the

promise of a dignified and resounding home.

Treasure in the heart of the vital Righteousness of
Man, upon the desire of a promising and

pronounced fire in God, gives grace unto the
Spirit of an everlasting frame of truth.

Designation upon return of implausible recourse
in dignified measure upon time of earnest

longing, enters the coordinate abstraction of
desire.

The desire of God, in the pleasure of Man,
defines victory.
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The helm upon the dignified and graceful equity
of regard, in the sanctity of touch, remarks

sanctified in the passion of an illustrious and
remembering God.

Sacred trust, in the Love of Man, is the desire of
remembrance.

Plight, upon the renown of sacred intonation
upon wisdom of affection, endears in the temple

of Creation as the Spirit of beauty and
knowledge.

Premise in deliverance from inequity, resounds
upon the Earth, as a heart in the languished and

yearning Spirit of God.

Pleasure, in the remand upon indivisible premise
of sanctity, defines trust in the promise of a

sacred and perfect knowledge of beauty.
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Indivisible promise upon the light in the mind of
sanctified reason, defines treasure upon the face

of Heaven.

Light, in the resolute and promised life of Man, is
the king upon the waters of adamant and sacred

grace.

God, upon the name of His history, endows unto
the yearning of the Spirit, a direct and honest

value towards the justification of absolute verity.

Premonition, in Right of absolute history, defines
Earth as the earnesty and light in the promise of

Christ's sacred vow of life.

Clarity, in the Spirit of absolute trust, in the heart
of Man's conquest upon the Earth, defines

treasure in the regard of imminent and valued
order and rule.
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The measure unto the value of the Spirit of Earth,
in the sanctity of regard towards the Spirit of the

Holiness in the Love of truth, defines resolve
upon the indivisible premise of Christ.

The light, upon the value and definition of Man,
in the time of God's Love, defines victory.

Love, in the Spirit of the guidance of wisdom, is
the trust upon the throne of God's interpretation

of the grace of Man.

Sacred vows, of deliverance from the night of
absolute disparity, and of the pleasure upon the

Right of absolute inquiry, promise Creation in the
absolute wonder of God's devotion.

Heaven, in the name of the order upon the face of
Earth's triumph, demands rectitude in the history

of Man.
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The promise in Earth's Right, the devotion of
sanctity, in the pleasure of remark of The Holy
Spirit's temple of beauty, defines imminent and

miraculous insatiated form.

The Spirit upon the waters of God's seed of
immaculate Creation, is the fire in the devotion

of Heavenly victory.

God, in the Love of His heart, is the light upon
the waters of destiny's Creation.
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CHAPTER XII

THE STATUE

112



Sanctity in repose upon vehement and dissolute
premonition of deliberate treatise upon the frame

of Man enters denotation.

Progress, in strength of resolve upon indivisible
pretense of eternal question of Love, defines

verity.

Premonition of strength, in the remand upon the
statute of remarkable and trusted measure of

history enters treatise.

Allocation of designation of value of prosperity,
upon the tome of Man's deliberate gratitude unto
earnest promise, is the time upon the sacred vow

of undone and illustrious form.

Promise, in God's reign upon the verity of Man's
promise, is the great and redeemed piety in

vision.
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Love, upon the statute of remarkable plausibility
of record, enters Man.

Premonition of valor, in the indescribable
pleasure of Christ's eternal vow of victory, is the

history upon the heart of Earth.

Heaven, in the spirit of age upon the Earth, is the
pretense upon the dignity and heart of the victory

of Man.

Pleasure, upon the fire in Heaven, is the dignity
of Man.

God, in the Love of absolute ministry, defines the
trust upon the body of Man's deliberate resolve.

The Spirit of God, upon the Heavens, defines the
Righteous and dignified justification of promise

of sanctity.
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History, upon the tome of the Spirit of Earth,
defines value.

Progress, in deliberate trial upon the face of the
Earth, is the pretense of Man's destiny.

Earnest resolve, upon the Spirit of Man, is the
time of Heaven's beauty.

Man, in the time of his most enduring frame,
denotes valor upon the Heavens.

God, in the purest and most discerning measure,
enters Man.
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CHAPTER XIII

LAMB

116



Promise in strength, upon the dignity of the tome
of Heaven, defines the treasure in the absolute

justice of Man's heart.

Dignity, upon the fire of articulate and renowned
wonder of immaculate strength, defines Spirit in

the time of Earth.

Promise, in the dignity of the Kingdom of
Heaven, is the absolute sanctity of Man's

devotion.

Jesus Christ, upon the face of Heaven, enters the
passion of immaculate fire upon the heart of the

victory of Earth.

Spirit, in the name of Love, in the time of Man's
strength and rectified magnitude, is the resolute
and determined conquering of the history upon

the light of redemption.
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Absolute victory, upon the time of the Earth, is
Man's vital vision upon the dream of devotion.

God, in all the Love of immaculate Creation,
exalts the heart of Man.

The trust of Jesus Christ, in the time of His glory,
returns magnificent and imminent valor unto the

tome of Love.

The Spirit of Heaven, upon the Kingdom of
Earth, creates victory upon the name of Man.

Pleasure and promise, upon the Spirit of God's
mind, defines the premise upon Man's

distinguished valor.

Christ, in the pleasure of His Right, defines the
history of the Word.
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CHAPTER XIV

SAPPHIRE
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Love, upon the pretense of reason, in the
conglomerate of immaculate vision of dignity

and promise, enters victory.

The promise of Love, upon the tome of Jesus
Christ's absolute justice, defines treasure in the

piety of Man's dignity.

The Love of God, in the Spirit of Man, is the
dream of Heaven.
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CHAPTER XV

HIM

121



Trust, in the trial of inequity and folly, defines
inanimate resolve upon the face of an

indescribable pleasure upon the frame of
remorse.

Prosperity, upon the face of time, in the favor of a
destined and remarkable fire upon the name of
Man, defines verity upon the languished and

discerning measure of resolve.

The time of Jesus Christ, in the Spirit of Man,
upon the Heavens of indescribable destiny, enters

remarkable Creation in the home of nature's
recourse.

Time, in the Spirit of nature, upon the sanctity of
Man's devotion unto the frame of promise,

denotes validity in the premise of a sanctified
remark upon the wisdom of justification.
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Promise, in the trial of Earth's dignity, defines
Man.

Definition upon trust, the development in Man's
designation of history, enters prosperity.

The Love of Man, in the time of nature's vitality,
enters the premonition of valor in the Spirit of

wisdom.

God, in the time of His denotation of earnesty
and resolve, enters justice in the time of Man.

Man, in the destiny of his remark upon the Earth,
is the magnitude of absolute victory.

God, upon the Heavens of nature's requiem,
defines the treatise of Man's vision.

Man, in the time of Heaven's wisdom, enters
nature's tome of absolute beauty.
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Promise, in the Kingdom of Earth, defines the
recourse of Man's most dignified and resounding

fire of might.

God, upon the fire of His devotion, exalts the
Spirit of Man, in the highest valor of the destiny

upon nature.

Jesus Christ, in the Spirit of Love, defines the
history of Man's requiem of absolute beauty.
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CHAPTER XVI

REIGN

125



Absolute victory upon the face of the Earth enters
Man's indivisible function of sovereignty.

Man, in his delight upon the face of nature,
defines treatise upon the frame of history.

Victory, upon the face of time, is Man's exalted
and measured prayer upon the Heavens of

immaculate requiem of trial.

God, in His measure upon the Earth, enters Man's
return to the beauty of a sanctified and reasoned

wisdom.

Trial, in the sovereignty of Man's vision upon the
tome of nature, enters validity in the frame of

absolute function of endeared and absolute
promise.

Man, in the destiny upon nature's vital seed of
illustrious interpretation of rule, defines the

treatise upon the face of discretion and justice.
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Man, upon the redemption of his name, defines
the treasure upon the Heavens of nature's time

and dignity.

Rule, upon the face of the Earth, is the victory of
Spirit of designated indivisible stature.

Law, in the interpretation of Man's vision of
nature's vital history, enters measure upon the

seed of his most enduring frame of passion and
trial.
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CHAPTER XVII

THE MOUNTAIN
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Destiny in fragrance of total mind, determines
not the pleasure in God's most imminent and

renowned history.

Progress in trial, the insistence upon remark of
variable architecture of reason, demands the

sanctity of premonition of victory.

Justification of plausible function of discretion
enters coordinate.

The time upon nature, in the fire of destiny's
heart, earns the value upon the sacred tome of

Man's wisdom.

Earnest premise in allegory of sacred meadows
of indivisible Right, demand integral frame of

piety in the enduring and resolved stature of time.
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CHAPTER XVIII

DECREE

130



Resurgence upon intermediary rectitude upon
designated name upon the verity of time enters

distinguished frame of earnesty and delight.

Measure, upon the progress of Man, in his time
upon the sphere of articulate and animate resolve,
determines pleasure and promise in the Right of

his immaculate history.

Love, upon the promise of Right, in the name of
timeless and dignified nature of Law, demands

treatise in the rightful and valid justice of victory.

Promise, upon the renown of a State of
immaculate treaty and peace, enters forthright

and resolute vision upon the trial of nature.

Man, in the Spirit of his conquest upon the stars
and the history upon the Earth, defines progress
and heart in the glory of a absolute vision upon

the justification of remark and renown.
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God, in the temple of His longing, the devotion
unknown unto the specter of deliverance in the

trials of absolute and Eternal grace, enters
Heavenly Right upon the name of Man.

Premise, in deliverance upon the tome of Eternal
Spirit, lasts upon the frame of nature as the toil of

Man.
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CHAPTER XIX

SONG

133



Absolute Spirit upon the trial of Nature, in the
designation of prayer and Right, denies not, the

threshold of immaculate wonder and perfect
affection in the time of Man's devotion.

Pleasure, upon the earnest and victorious Right of
Man, enters vision in the glory of God's own

endearment of redemption.

Jesus Christ, upon the throne of Eternal mercy,
exalts His requiem of lasting vows of solace and

affection as the precious dream of Man.

Destination of resolve and promise, in the
understood and requited function of history,

determines articulate and absolute Law.

Promise, upon the land of the beauty of time,
designates treaty in the bountiful and immaculate

victory of Man.
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Solitude and promise, in the regain of nature's
tome of absolute glory, enters history.

Man, upon the Spirit of Heaven's name, dignifies
languish and trial in the vision of a perfect Love.
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CHAPTER XX

LAMP
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Jesus Christ, in the time of His promise and
Love, exalts Man upon the wisdom of his Spirit

and grace.

Denotation upon premise of singular devotion
unto Heaven, remands remarkable and indivisible

pleasure upon the Name of Eternal victory.

God, in the Love upon His devotion, exalts
Creation as the name of His most endeared

promise.
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CHAPTER XXI

MINISTRY
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Progress and endearment in the trial of nature's
heart of Right, enters Man.

Articulate and immaculate frame of reason enters
Spirit.

Man, in the destiny of his time, renowns the
Earth as a tome upon the magnitude of endless

Love.

Progress and Spirit, upon the time of Earth's
destiny, defines immaculate and indivisible
prayer upon the grace of everlasting Right.

God, in His history, redeems question.
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CHAPTER XXII

THE SANDS
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Law, upon the designation of State, defines
treasure in the plight upon the reason and

discernment of immaculate wisdom.

Treatise, in the pleasure of reason and function,
enters remand and promise, in the day of Man's

dignity.

Progress, upon the hour of perfect devotion of
justice, determines magnitude and splendor upon

the frame of time's everlasting victory.
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CHAPTER XXIII

THE COUNCIL
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Dispersion of fortuitous premise upon coordinate
of Heavenly treatise of victory enters variable

integrity.

Postulate upon deference of incongruent recourse
of indivisible stature denies threshold of verity.

The State, in coordinate function of Law, defines
measure upon dignity and justification of Man's

artifact of peace.

Vision upon languish and determined history of
frame of Earth's premise of directive of integral
piety determines stature upon beauty of Man's

treaty of promise.

The Holy Spirit, in destiny upon the artistry of
Man and his homage upon the return of absolute
value upon Earth, is the victory of determined

wisdom.
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The Spirit of Heaven, in the time of God's
absolute discernment of Man, defines artifact

upon the sanctity of justice.
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CHAPTER XXIV

SPRING
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Nature, in the toil of Earth and time, is the
remembrance of destiny.

Jesus Christ, in the absolute victory of Man, is
the promise unto the languish of Earth.

God, upon the Heavens, is redemption upon the
frame of history.

Man, in the coordinate value upon the stature of
the Earth, enters history.

The Spirit of Heaven, upon the stature of the
Earth, defines God's measure upon the frame of

Man's integrity.

The heart of Christ, in the absolute justification
of promise, enters sanctified and remarkable

pleasure.
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Definition upon remand of indivisible premise of
solidarity upon the face of Man's time, is the

redemption of absolute remorse.

God, in the Spirit of His grace, defines Man's
final remembrance of insatiated plea.

Threshold of finality, in the time of Earth's
coordinate of value and history, is the destiny

upon Man's premise of remarkable trust.

The Heavens, in the plight of Man's discernment
and justification of reason, enter resolve upon the

sanctity of God's most immaculate wonder.
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CHAPTER XXV

STONE
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Promise, in the treaty of value and earnest
justification of plausible renown, enters regard.

Justice in pleasure, the dignity upon Man's mortal
resolve, defines the treasure upon the Spirit of

nature's artifact of immaculate destiny.

God, upon His magnitude of verity and pretense,
enters solidarity upon the promise of Man.
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CHAPTER XXVI

IMMORTAL

150



Splendor, upon the face of Heaven, in the time of
remorse and justification of dignity enters

promise upon the discretion of the plea unto the
Spirit of Love.

God, upon His Right, and in the forthright and
determined heart of insatiated longing, demands

victory upon the languish of dismay and
articulate earnesty.

Premise upon discretion of forthright and
treasured history enters magnitude.

The Spirit of Heaven, upon the light of
indescribable power, defines artistry upon the

glory and justice of perfect rule.

Man, in the destiny of his measure of insatiated
promise, exalts Creation in the trials of exact and

Righteous truth.
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Glory upon Heaven, in the Spirit of nature's
resolve, defines coordinate history upon the tome

of the redemption of sovereign treatise.

Nature, upon the throne of God's immaculate
renown and stature, defines trial upon the name

of devotion unto Man.

Jesus Christ, in the love of sovereign might,
endears pleasure unto the Right of Man.

God, upon the languish of His justice, defines
wisdom.

The Spirit of God, upon the Heavens of
immaculate splendor, devotes magnitude and

Right unto the sovereign will of Man.
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CHAPTER XXVII

SUPREME
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God, in His value and discretion, refines trial
unto the dignity of Man.

Trust, in the promise of perfect affection in desire
and requiem, enters prowess upon the name of

perfect devotion.

Jesus Christ, in the trial of Man's inequity and
refrain of treatise, defines immaculate light upon

the face of Earth's magnitude and absolute
beauty.

God, upon the Heavens of indescribable trust,
defines the history of the incredible and devoted

justice of Righteousness.

The splendor of God, in His highest glory, is the
victory of promise.
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CHAPTER XXVIII

REASON
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Rectitude upon remorse and languish of Spirit
enters destiny.

God, in His highest renown, defines treasure
upon the land of Man's most endeared history.

Progress upon treatise of measure of vital justice
defines the value upon Man's dignity.

Endeared remand upon the people of a insatiated
glory for victory defines immaculate resolve in

the time of Earth's most devoted requiem.
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CHAPTER XXIX

CHALICE
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Indescribable fellowship upon the light of
Christ's magnitude and wisdom enlightens return

upon indescribable adoration of immaculate
question.

Glory, in the Heavens of destiny of Man's trial,
defines history.

Premise of indivisible Love for Man, in the Right
of God's absolute wisdom, defines sanctity in the

redemption of toil and Spirit.

Sacred vision of Heaven, in the time of prayer
and earnest recourse in God, defines justification

of requiem.

Jesus Christ, in the time of His enlightened and
remarkable toil, defines absolute prayer in the

highest of Heaven's forthright devotion.

Heaven, in the trial of Man's treaty of nature,
enters articulate and renowned wisdom.
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CHAPTER XXX

NIGHT
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Treatise upon Heaven, in the Right of
immaculate reason, defines the justice in Man's

time.

Pretense in regard of absolute vision of sanctity,
defined upon the threshold of devotion and

promise, enters recourse.

Plausible renown in the strength of dignity and
Right, demands regard in the justification of

absolute treaty.

Destiny upon the Heavens, in the trial of Man's
inequity and frame of recourse, enters magnitude

upon the strength of Earth's most remarkable
justice.

Devotion in progress unto the heart of Earth's
renown, defines value.
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CHAPTER XXXI

PHANTOM

161



Regard upon sanctity and renown, in the progress
of Man's toil, defines treasure in the light of

Heaven's absolute dignity.

God, in His most remarkable Love for Man,
defines the trust upon the helm of reason, in the

day of Earth's most illustrious trial.

Jesus Christ, upon the tome of Eternal grace,
defines magnitude and splendor upon the face of

Man.
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CHAPTER XXXII

KING
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Piety upon resolve of insurmountable function of
languish and remorse, defines immaculate

splendor upon the name of Heaven.

Threshold of Right upon the tome of Man and his
dignified reason, defines treaty upon the Spirit of

Earth's measure.
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CHAPTER XXXIII

LORD
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Sacred devotion upon the pretense of Right of
Man's history, enters Spirit upon the light of

magnitude and redemption.

Plausible return upon the Spirit of God's earnest
resolve, defines Man's indescribable and

immaculate propriety.

God, in His Spirit, defines victory of the most
illustrious meadow of adoration and

remembrance.
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CHAPTER XXXIV

HISTORY
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Absolute vision of function of State, in the
progress of Man's devotion unto Right, defines

treatise in the premise of discretion and measure
of reason.

Law, in the time of Earth's progress, enters vital
inscription upon the tome of Man's destiny.
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CHAPTER XXXV

SPARROW

169



Destiny upon repose of variable question upon
sanctity of Earth regards promise upon the valor

of indescribable beauty.

Dismay in pretense, upon the designation of
integrity and reason enters preliminary treatise

upon value of Earth.

Love, in the Spirit of sovereignty, defines
magnitude in the piety of indivisible prowess.

Absolute treatise, in the Spirit of Heaven, enters
remorse upon the plight of absolute measure of

history.
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CHAPTER XXXVI

SORROW

171



Disregard upon the pretense of remark and divine
requiem of patience, dismays integral form of

indivisible renown.

Pretense in sovereign plight, the dignity upon the
specter of absolute history, enters renown.

Plausibility in strength, the light upon the
Heavens of absolute Word, designates power

upon the remark of distinguished valor.
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CHAPTER XXXVII

THE LION
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Progress and renown, in the light of Heaven's
remark upon Man, defines treasure in the plight

of indivisible longing.

God, in the stature of His question, defines Right.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII

THE QUILL
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Sovereign renown upon the pretense of dignity,
remands valor upon the face of immaculate Love.

Pleasure in Right, the devotion unto Man, in the
dignity of his trial, enters vision upon the artifact

of mercy.

Jesus Christ, in the splendor of His justification
of toil, exalts history as the verity of Man's

destiny.
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CHAPTER XXXIX

OM

177



Designation upon value, in the Right of Man's
endeared and sacred treaty of reason defines
coordinate premise upon the dimension of

allegory and time.

Treatise, upon value, in the Spirit of sovereign
and illustrious victory of Love, enters Right.
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CHAPTER XL

DREAM

179



Artistry upon renown in Spirit and sanctity of
immaculate regard of Man, defines vision.

Premise, in coordinate body of articulate wonder,
enters dismay in the Right of immaculate

splendor and joy.

Progress, in the time of directive of prayer and
earnest resolve in remembrance, defines

immaculate premise in the victory of determined
plight.

History, upon the Spirit of time, enters renown.

Spirit, in the time of Man's destiny of plight,
enters value upon the face of Heaven's

redemption.

Heart, in the magnitude of Spirit and reason,
defines coordinate resolve upon the history of

devotion unto absolute verity.
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CHAPTER XLI

COLOR
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Remembrance unto time, in the folly of
immaculate dismay and pretense of trial, enters
variable measure in the frame of Man's allegory

of victory.

God, upon the history of Earth, defines Man's
integral premise of absolute Right.

Limit upon designation of frame of mortal
recourse and indivisible stature, denies

coordinate vision upon dismay of Man's time.
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CHAPTER XLII

PORTRAIT
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Dimension of frame, in the piety of Man's
resolve, defines coordinate function of absolute

vision.

Threshold of justice, in the trial of immaculate
renown, defines congruence upon the stature of

resolve and dignity.
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CHAPTER XLIII

TREATY
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Fire upon the sanctity of Man's devotion, enters
victory.

God, in His wonder and immaculate verity,
defines longing and resolve in the Spirit of

Nature's tome of indivisible toil.

Love, in the promise of God's sanctity of remorse
and devotion, exalts the Spirit of Man as the fire

in the vision of nature's Right.
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CHAPTER XLIV

ARROW
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Magnitude upon Heaven and Earth, in the time of
God's languish upon the Spirit of Man, enters

Love.
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CHAPTER XLV

THE COIN
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Dimension of resolve, upon the coordinate of
function of pretense of imminent artifact of

history, enters coordinate body upon pretense of
absolute treatise.
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CHAPTER XLVI

MASTER
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Righteousness upon value of imminent function
of history endears magnitude of languish and

regard, upon the face of absolute verity.

Limit, upon the variance of plausible measure of
return of absolute treaty of progress endears unto

beauty the name of Immortal Right.
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CHAPTER XLVII

FATHER
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God, in the light of His victory of Creation,
endears unto Man, the Spirit of promise.

Man, in the plight of his renown and remark upon
the Earth, endears unto God, the earnesty of

history.

Heaven, in the light of absolute truth, redeems
toil as the heritage of imminent and articulate

victory.

The time of Earth, upon the face of Man, enters
justice.
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CHAPTER XLVIII

SOW
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Pleasure in remand of absolute function of toil,
enters remark upon the face of the Earth.

Process in dignity and resolve, unending in the
plight of immaculate name of Love, endears unto

Man, the Spirit of his fellowship with Eternal
requiem of victory.
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CHAPTER XLIX

EYE
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Languish upon the resolve of Earth, in the time of
devotion and fellowship, endears unto Man, the

Spirit of his earnest and remarkable Love.
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CHAPTER L

ETERNITY
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Absolute victory in the Righteousness of wisdom
and regard, upon the plight of Man's Spirit of

devotion, endears unto the Heavens, the time of
magnitude of Love.
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